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The Sake Handbook is the foremost guide to the history, brewing, and distinctive flavors of sake.

Just what are jizake, namazake and ginjoshu? The Sake Handbook answers all these questions

and many more about sake wine, and will help you enjoy Japan's national beverage in style. Author

John Gauntner is recognized as the world's leading non-Japanese sake expert. A longtime Japan

resident, he is well known among sake brewers and others within the sake industry. He wrote the

Nihonshu Column in the Japan Times for many years before writing a weekly column on sake in

Japanese for the Yomiuri Shimbun, Japan's and the world's most widely distributed Japanese

newspaper. In 2006, John received the Sake Samurai award. He has published five books on sake

including Sake ConfidentialThis sake book features:This new edition has been completely revised

and updatedGives you all the information you need in an handy, portable formatOffers a detailed

explanation of the sake brewing processReviews over a hundred sake brands, with illustrations of

their labels for easy identificationProfiles over 50 Japanese izakaya or pub-style restaurants in

Tokyo and the surrounding environsLists specialty shops in Japan where you can purchase

hardâ€“toâ€“find Japanese wine brandsLists specialty retailers in the United States and elsewhere
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"The best currently available sake guidebook in English is The Sake Handbook by John Gauntner,

an American living in Japan."â€”San Francisco Chronicle



John Gauntner is recognized as the world's leading non-Japanese sake expert. A longtime Japan

resident, he is well known among sake brewers and others within the sake industry. He wrote the

Nihonshu Column in the Japan Times for many years before writing a weekly column on sake in

Japanese for the Yomiuri Shimbun, Japan's and the world's most widely distributed Japanese

newspaper. In 2006, John received the Sake Samurai award, the first year it was awarded. He has

published five books on sake.

I lived in Japan for 12 years and have tasted both good, and bad sake. Of course, good and bad is

purely one person's opinion, and often the subject of bitter arguments - except in Japan. I have sat

down with good friends and tasted $100 a glass sake and said to them (they were buying of

course), "I don't like it". And they would not be offended. That's how sake is, like art. Some get it,

and some don't.This book provides an objective description of many types of sake, without treading

on that hallowed ground of 'taste'. The description of how different types of sake are made sets up

the novice well to make their own judgement on which brands meet their satisfaction. Good book.

John Gauntner is the leading non-Japanese professional in sake. He is the first and only

non-Japanese to become certified as both a Sake Expert Assessor, as bestowed by the National

Research Institute of Brewing, and as a Master of Sake Tasting as bestowed by Nihon Jouzou

Kyoukai, the Ã¢Â€ÂœBrewing Society of Japan he has lived in Japan since '88. He also gives a

course stateside (Sake Professional Course) that is amazing for any professional looking to learn

more about sake.This book is a great foundation for learning about sake. His followup book 'Sake

Confidential' is a must have as well.

This book is a source of invaluable information. It has the explanation of every type of sake and how

it's made. The kimoto and yamahai methods were a first for me.I also like the explanation of the

various types of rice used to make sake. The language in the book is made easy, so that anyone

can understand the contents of this very good information. I think that we need to read this book at

least twice in order to become familiar with the sake terminology.There are also some good

recommendations of great sake: many of them are hard to find in Japan. However, with a little

searching around: eureka!If you're into rice wine like I am, this is a good piece for anyone's

collection.Good work John Gauntner!

Received quickly! A Beautiful Sake set. I ordered a book about the traditions of Sake and they will



be given together as a Christmas gift to my daughter. She loves the history behind "things" and the

Sale set adds to the interest. We incorporate Traditional Japanese traditions as I am 1/2 Japanese.

Best buy!

Sake is one of those scary unknown things that is almost as intimidating as downing your first Uni

nigiri. This book lays it all out and opens the door. I am more of a beer enthusiast than a sake

drinker but I have a sake brewpub about 6 blocks from my house. This book gives me enough

information to figure out the sake brewpub, ask intelligent questions and find and drink some

interesting Sake. It also gives me enough information to go out and buy a bottle if I am so inspired. It

is interesting and well written.

interesting

A good introduction and primer to the complicated world of sake. Highly recommended for all who

are interested in this subject. Book could be improved by an update on the list of suppliers, izakayas

and sake retail outlets.
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